
 

INTRODUCING THE DSM4i1 
DS MAGNUM 4 IN 1 ADAPTER, 

4 FUNCTIONS 1 DEVICE. 
 

                   
 

The DSM4i1 adapter is an alternative adapter option that 

replaces the need for both the 8779C02G03 DS/DSII and 

8779C02G04 Magnum adapters.  The unit also offers a 

32VDC power supply to replace the auxiliary power module 

for DIGITRIP trip units, we have also supplied a standard 

120VAC outlet for the Amptector test set power need.  



At Madison Testing, we have always listened to our customers, and over the years we had more 

request to find OEM Magnum adapters than we could produce from the secondary market.  The 

DSM4i1 was created to fill that need.  Our main goal was to develop an adapter that addressed 

different families of trip units in an all in one device, and as well to redesign the connectors that plug 

into the trip units.   We felt there was that there was audience that could use this adapter knowing 

our customers still owned the original base Amptector test sets.   We designed the boxes out of nylon 

with ¼ inch walls for strength and incorporated an internal 32VDC power supply to support the MAG 

function, and to provide optional site power for an Optimzer or Digitrip trip units.  We added a rear 

slide clip for hanging the adapter in the air or it can be set on a table while testing.   We use a 

standard 120VAC- 10 foot power cable for simplicity.  The individual whips are assembled with 

military grade connectors. The DSM4i1 is sold with a 1520 Pelican case to ensure the adapter’s 

longevity.   We will offer a 2 year parts and repair warranty.  

We offer the adapter with a black or yellow case. 

 
 
 

The test set comes with the following accessories: 

 
DS/DSII 9 pin connector 4 feet in length flexed umbilical cord. 

MAGNUM 14 pin connector 4 feet in length flexed umbilical cord. 
2 pin auxiliary power module connector 6 feet in length flexed umbilical cord. 

120VAC power cord 10 feet in length. 
DSM4I1 base unit. 

Pelican case 1520 with optional yellow and black choice. 
Operating manual. 
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